
Our company is hiring for a strategy advisor. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for strategy advisor

Serve as a key strategist in preparing DUHS for the changes in healthcare
reform including Accountable Care, Clinically Integrated Networks, Patient
Centered Medical Home, to ensure the Health System is well positioned to
benefit from the changes in reimbursement from the payers
Lead, mentor and develop staff and members of the Corporate Finance team
Recommend new ideas and opportunities that have the opportunity to fuel
the product pipeline and drive growth
Advise on an ongoing governance process to determine which opportunities
to assess and how to use the team’s resources towards the areas of greatest
potential return
Ensure that for each opportunity assessment, the team has a clear scope of
work, articulate framing of the opportunity and a clear action plan
Conduct complex analyses, both quantitative and qualitative, and develop
opportunity sizings and business cases around new ideas and opportunities
Drive extensive cross functional collaboration with a variety of business
partners and business units across the company, both to help generate the
ongoing pipeline of new ideas and opportunities, to collaborate in assessing
new business opportunities as appropriate
Evaluate the external marketplace including leveraging ideas, best practices
and opportunities from the healthcare and other industries as appropriate
Work with ‘Project Sponsors’ (e.g., Sr Director/VP level and above) presenting
key readouts of the analyses to leadership
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Qualifications for strategy advisor

Exceptional Excel and modeling skills
3+ years experience (Strategy and/or Finance background preferred but not
required)
Ability to travel as required – estimated at 25% overnight travel
Training/certification or college certificate in Quality Management (ITIL, Six
Sigma, TQM)
Training/certification or college/technical school certificate in Network
Security (CISSP, Security+, SANS, ISACA, Vendor Certificates)
8+ years of experience (Strategy and/or Finance background preferred but
not required)


